CRISTIE CUSTOMER SNAPSHOT
Setra enjoys speedy, stable and secure server migrations with TBMR
Key facts
Leading IT service provider, QD, used
Cristie TBMR to efficiently migrate a large
number of servers for Setra Group.

Simultaneous, controlled recovery of
multiple physical and virtual servers.
Minimum downtime achieved to reduce
impact on live production process.

“We put our trust in Cristie TBMR. It is powerful and easy to
use software.” Peter Sundelin, Infrastructure Manager, QD
When Swedish IT provider QD was asked by Setra to quickly
move a large number of servers with limited access to the
existing IT environment, QD put its trust in TBMR.

an identical state, TBMR is capable of restoring ‘anything to
anything’; from similar to dissimilar hardware, from physical to
virtual to cloud, in any direction.

Setra Group, one of Sweden’s largest wood products companies,

Installing TBMR was simple and QD were able to migrate all of

turned to QD to help with an urgent requirement to move its
entire IT infrastructure within a very tight time schedule. Peter
Sudelin, infrastructure manager, QD, says, “Setra asked us to
migrate a large number of servers without risking the company’s
ongoing production process, and with minimum downtime.”

Setra’s data to new hardware quickly and securely, and in a controlled manner. Sudelin comments, “We knew we had the tools
necessary to handle the migration successfully. One could say
that we simulated a disaster recovery at Setra’s previous site and
restored all data in our own IT environment at the new site.”

The complex and urgent logistics of the project meant QD
needed an easy to use, innovative, powerful software solution to

“We performed the migration in less time than estimated and
finished before the deadline. Setra was aware of the challenges

migrate all of Setra’s physical and virtual servers. QD selected
Cristie Software’s TBMR which allows users to recover machines
directly from native backups, including IBM Spectrum Protect
(TSM). Designed to provide rapid automatic machine recovery to

and overwhelmed that everything went so smoothly.”
TBMR is now an integral part of QD’s solution offering and they
are using it increasingly in other projects.

For more information
To find out how Cristie Software can help you achieve similar benefits for your organization, or if you would like help to find an
approved Cristie technology partner, visit www.cristie.com, email sales@cristie.com or call +44 (0)1453 847000.

